
The world’s most popular gaming and entertainment portal is now in 

India, packed to the brim with relevant content not just for 
Indian gamers, but for anyone who enjoys watching movies, the 
latest TV shows as well as techies who love tinkering with the 
latest technology.

Some come on down; there’s something for everyone at IGN India.

About Us



Why

Imagine a place, a safe haven if you will, where you aren’t 
judged for collecting Lord of the Rings action figures, or 
adorning your room with posters of your favourite video game 
characters. A place where you can congregate with other like 
minded enthusiasts to talk about anything from the latest 
episode of Game of Thrones to a new graphics card you’d love 
to get your hands on. 

IGN



Analytics

More than half of traffic on mobiles, around 10% on 
tablets and the rest on computers

Traffic

63%
on Mobile

05%

on Mobile

32%

On Desktop

2.2mm

Monthly Page Views
850,000
Unique visitors



Demographic

IGN India's demographic tends to heavily lean towards owning 
a high-end PC, along with a gaming console. The gaming 
console of choice in India is the PlayStation 4. The smartphone 
users lean heavily towards Android, but there are some iPhone 
users here and there.

Other big hardware interests for IGN India's demographic 
revolves around high-end gaming laptops, gaming consoles, PC 
peripherals, internal PC hardware like graphics cards, sound 
systems and HDTVs. On the smartphone side of things, the 
iPhone and HTC, Samsung and Sony's flagship phones are the 
big points of interest every year.

Outside technology, IGN India's audience loves TV shows and 
movies, especially when related to superheroes. Our audience 
also has a keen interest in WWE and UFC.



Demographic

Age Group: 15-30+

Location: Metro/ Tier 2 cities – Pan India

Usage Details: 
More than half of traffic is on mobiles, 
around 10% on tablets and the rest on computers



Brand

http://in.ign.com/tech/97597/feature/why-are- msi-gaming- notebooks-the- best-for- vr-
gaming

Collaborations in the Past

MSI



Brand

http://in.ign.com/tech/101556/feature/reasons-to- go-electric

Collaborations in the Past

Mahindra



Brand

http://in.ign.com/pc-pc/86691/feature/over- clocking-your- gaming-pc

Collaborations in the Past

Intel



Brand

http://in.ign.com/pc-pc/85128/feature/building- the-6700k- dream-rig

Collaborations in the Past

Intel


